10 REASONS TO HIRE THE SCHMIDT LAW FIRM, PLC FOR YOUR ARKANSAS PERSONAL
INJURY ATTORNEYS!
If you are thinking about obtaining legal assistance from an Arkansas personal injury lawyer because you were
involved in a serious auto accident or suffered a traumatic injury, consider these top 10 reasons to hire Schmidt
Law Firm, PLC:


















We are very experienced. The Arkansas personal injury lawyers at our office have over 60 years of
combined experience. We believe that our experience can make a huge difference in the outcome of
people's cases.
We have handled numerous auto accident cases in Arkansas. Since 1967, our legal team has been
working to protect those who have been injured during motor vehicle accidents in Arkansas.
We can produce successful outcomes. Many clients who have chosen to utilize the services of our
Arkansas personal injury law office have obtained settlements or awards for their cases and have been
able to put their injuries and trauma behind them.
We care about our clients. Every attorney on our team cares about our clients’ needs and their
individual situations. We know that when people have been injured during accidents, like trucking
accidents, they may suffer in ways that are hard to put into words.
We alleviate our clients’ stress. It is not surprising that the personal injury process is very stressful and
at some points very confusing. Our Arkansas accident attorneys do all that we can to minimize the
stress our clients have to endure.
We are local. Any time people choose to file personal injury claims, it is important that they work with
a lawyer that practices law in the state where their claim will be filed.
We can review your case and tell you what it might be worth. Determining the value of a personal
injury claim is not an exact science. When people take the time to meet with an injury lawyer from our
legal team, they can gain a better understanding of the approximate value of their case.
We can increase the value of your case. Our number one job is to ensure that our clients receive the
maximum amount of damages possible for their Arkansas accident cases. We do all that we can do to
obtain the highest amount of compensation possible for every case we undertake.
We are fervent negotiators. The personal injury process typically requires negotiations with insurance
adjusters and/or their attorneys. Throughout these negotiations, it is always valuable to have an
experienced and aggressive Arkansas personal injury attorney on your side that will fight to get you the
best results possible.
We have access to the right resources. When presenting your case in court, you may need to rely upon
the testimony of accident experts or injury experts. At Schmidt Law Firm, PLC, we use credible experts
who add value and strength to each of our clients’ Arkansas accident cases.
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Don't delay! We can help you today! Free Consultation! (501) 843-7576
We make home visits and hospital visits in certain cases! The faster we can get started on your case, the
better your chances!
Also, there is no charge for an initial consultation! You owe us nothing unless we recover compensation
for you!
Please contact us online or call us at (501)843-7576 or toll free at (888)459-3077.

Disclaimer
Please note that the above information is not intended to serve as legal advice. Further, contacting us and sending
information to us via our website does not create an attorney-client relationship. Please do not send any confidential
information to us until such time as an attorney-client relationship has been established with our law firm. Should you
desire to discuss your case with one of our attorneys, please contact us.
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